
PRUFC Playing, Training and Leisure kit 

For the purposes of information the details below give information of the Clubs 

policy as regards Playing, Training and Leisure kit: 

1) The Club has long standing and excellent sponsorship agreements with a 

number of sponsors but particularly with our principle sponsor, 

AWJenkinson Forest Products (AWJ) which involves not just the supply 

of playing shirts and sponsorship of games but also other benefits, all of 

which may not be openly apparent to members.AW Jenkinson will 

review any request for kit and if teams require sets of kit or other items 

then they will be considered. However any replacement, lost, torn or 

non-returned shirts have to be replaced at the Clubs expense. 

Consequently AWJ have exclusive naming rights to the playing shirts of 

ALL teams. Apart from the supplier we are not allowed any additional 

sponsors logos on those shirts. These shirts should be worn for all 

representative games and should also feature in any team photographs. 

2) Shorts and Warm up tops; there is no such restriction on warm up tops 

or training kit and these are available for sponsorship from any 

individual company or companies. If sublimated then inclusion of a 

discrete AWJ logo is desirable. 

3) Leisure kit such as polo shirts, hoodies, travelling kit are also available 

for general sponsorship by company or company’s .If the logos on this 

type of kit are the sublimated version rather than embroidered then a 

discrete AWJ logo should be incorporated into the garment. The Club is 

trying to move towards a standard corporate image based on designs 

from Raging Bull and currently the Rio range is the preferred option in 

the Club colours of green and white. Typical examples of individual team 

sponsorship are the Second team polos and zip tops which are 

sponsored by the Royal pub. 

4) Dress shirts; although the preferred supplier for these items is Raging 

Bull it is recognised that particularly at Minis and the younger Youth ages 

the cost of these can be excessive and in these instances we have an 

alternative source who can supply a more cost effective version of shirt 

and logo. Again dress shirts are available to any company or companies 

who wish to sponsor them. 



5) Tour/Celebratory kit; it is recognised that in certain instances tour kit or 

items which identify a special event may vary from the normal corporate 

image and in these instances any design should be confirmed with a 

Director before it is ordered. 

6) Our nominated supplier for all kit is Raging Bull with whom the Club has 

a purchasing agreement which involves a graduated rebate based on the 

value of purchases made per year and hence all kit as detailed above 

should be purchased through them. However in order to maintain a 

degree of control, Raging Bull are instructed not to accept any design or 

order until they have been approved by a Director.  

7) Playing shirts, apart from those purchased individually by members, are 

the property of the Club and must be returned at the end of each 

season. If shirts have been issued and not returned then the Club then 

we reserve the right to charge out the cost of a replacement shirt to the 

individual. 

8) If kit is ordered on behalf of a team or individuals then payment must be 

made before the order is processed. This is to avoid non-payment by 

individuals, with the Club having to pick up any outstanding balance. 

9) Individual purchases of Raging Bull clothing should be made via the Club 

shop or direct with Raging Bull and payment made accordingly. 

Individual purchases cannot be charged to the Club account. 

10) Members should be aware of the impact of VAT.If the Club 

purchases kit on behalf of teams or members and it is then sold on then 

VAT has to be included.  

 11) Finally, before finalising any additional sponsorship arrangements, 

checks should be made with the Club Chairman (Currently Geoff Matthews) 

to ensure that any deals to not conflict or compromise any current 

arrangements with that sponsor. 

If you have any queries relating to the sponsorship or purchase of Club kit 

please contact the Youth Chairman or any of the Directors.   

   

 


